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1. INTRODliCXION

. .Much of a person's life is spent in solving piAleMS. '

.-Usually, we use a tool or a set of tools too assist us in
. splvihg those problems. Far example, when faced with the
` apblem of transporting. myself from where 1 am now -to a

location across town where I wouli like to'be, I mht
use an automobile, as a /ool. If I am facca wsithqhe

oproblem of iremoviing the contents 'of alcapppd bottle, a
1 ,

bottle - opener mould be an appropriate tool. some cases,
I need to use -"a combination of to6t.' For example, if I
had to remove thecontents capped bottle that yrias in

a store across town*,'I would use. both the abtomobile and
the bottle-opener.

For many problems that people need to :the
computer is an appropriate tool.,'But . the computer is
just a tool; it will not solve a problem by'it9elf. The
coapptei can assist you in solving a problem only if you
know hoW to Utilize it correctly. This module introduces
techniques and ideas which you may apply when using the
computer to solve 'pgtiblems.

,10;

Althciugh we "are primarily concerned witb;the use of
.computers inethe problem solvingprocess, thetechniques,

-are applicable to other Nodes. of'solvini prohlemsj

''.

2. ALGORITHMS

The firS task in solving a problem is findine%
app riatp ways of representing the solution process:
'The more carefully this is done, the easier the problem

solving process: 'An algorithM is a 'capon way Of repre-
senting the solution process, so we begin by defining
-this-term,

r

6.
1

f

,Definition Of an Algorithms

An Ordered set of rules fOr:solving %Problem is -

called an algoritiN A it hasthe following properties:
:11,1-

1. The rules are unambiguous.

rultfs are in a proper sequence.

3. The procedure specified by the set of rules ,_,

es.

solves the,prokleuf.

4. The procedure terminates aftra finite number,

of steps, or actions specified by the rules,

We will "back into" an understanding of what an

algorithm is by first considering what.one. isn't.

Nonalgorithm 1. Directions for gett4ng to the hospital.
.

l. Gp west, on Tenth Street until youcome to a

stoplight.
. . -

2. Turn onto River venue at the stoplight.

3. 'Make o right at the Y on RiyerAvene.
4. The hO§pital will be on yourrright a few blocks'''

.
past the Y.

,Unfortunately, we have all been the recipients; and

prliabty the givers as well, of nonalgoriihmic directions

like these. I hope Four illness'is not too acutein this. -..-

case because if it i, you may terminate before the
k... algorithm does. The Probfem wit this nonalgorithm'ise

that
.

it violates condition
/
1 by ging ambiuous. In

rule 1, .which stop light is meant? In rule 2, which-wa5,)

1

should I turn? At the Y described"' in rule.3, the'reis a...) .

right fork and a sharp right tura-poisible. ,Which should
I take? How many blocks are a few In step 4?

Nonal...gorithm 2. Ditections for passing,a4 exam.

. T. qt lots of sleelx_the night before-the'exam,,
2. Outline themateriaL
3. Read_the. material.

//
4. Listehattentively in class. .

S. :Take the examination.
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This-nonalgOrithit contains rules.that might be

adequate to solve the problem; but they cannot be :

carriedi4li inthe specified order: Thus the_tules are

not inproper.sequente, and condition of the algorithm
I .

definition isviolated.

--NOnalgorithtl 3: .Directions for passing a true -false test.

1. Bring' a coin to the testa .

'2. Flip the coin for each ,item on the test.

'3.. If the coin lands heads respond with true, if'

'the coin lands tails, respond with false..

There is no ambiguity in this nonalgorithm, and

tepsare in proper seciuence! The only difficulty is

that unless you have an Unusually intelligent (lucky ?)

coin, this procedure may not solve 'the problem at hand,

which is'to pass the test. Hence, condition3 of the

definition isviolated.

Nonilgo- rithm 4. directions for/making a million dollars.

Get ip million,dimes.

2, 16o/ to Las Vegas..ir
3. Play the dime slot machines until either you

have 20 million (or more) dimes or until you ,

, out'of them. JP

.
4, rk,5,011 run out of dinies go back to' step 1.

ypu reach 20 mialidd dimes, quit while- you're

: ahead( :I. f

-
ifEven f you obtain the 'supply of dimes.meeded in

''step AlAnd'tfie cranking ToWer needed in step 3, this...,

prOcedure is still a nonalgOrittIM because it may never

terminate: .ibere.i.s no guarantee that' you will ever

/obtain thedesiired result, at step 3. Henice, conditillon 4

in the definition ip violated.'

Now we are reedy to consider an-exaMple'which does

qualify as an'algorithm under our definition.

3

I

o

Algorithm 1: Find the greatest common divisor of two

given numbets, N and M.

1 1. Let K be the' smaller '-of N and M.

2. If K divides both N and M, then K is, the

greatest common divisor..

3. Otherwise,_ subtract 1 from K. '

4: Go to step 2. ,

This algorithmis unambiguous, its rules are in
, .

proper sequence, it solves the problem, and it does'sp in
a finite numberof steps-, It is alsiblvery'simple and

easy to folloW, However, i1;may take a long time to

solve the problem using.this algorithm. Foi' example,.
-

if 15-798433 and-566832 are used for N and M, step 2
'would be executed 566783 times before the Correct
answer of 49 is found. A more efficient algorithm, that

'is, one that can solve the same problem with much less
effort', is known.and we shall present it next.

- Algorithm 2. given two numbers, N and M,

greatest common ,divisor.
find their

1. If N isimallef than M, then exchange the two
2.. DivideN by M and call the remainder R.
3. If the remainder R is zero; then ,M is the GgD.
4. Otherwise, set N to the valve of M and M to the

value co.f_R.

S. Go'r a.to step 2.

-
.

If we follow thiS.algorithWforN = 15798433,1
'4 = 566'832, we

Al

r

obtain the spcpeSsive values OfNPas follows:.
/

M 5668 32

- M = 493969

72863.

.0 = '56791

M =.__.16072

M' = 8575

M ='7497

I

4
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4. M G 4078 4

M = 1029

M =:49

'In this oWe we execpte step 2.onily nine

significant improvemet over Pagorithri 1,

a

times,.p

The phenomenon which we observe here occurs often in
,

t

algorithms. 'Algorithm.1 issimple, straightforward, And
solves the problem in an inefficient manner. Algorithm 2
is much more4efkicient.t,tbe , cost is..adetitional diffi-

culty in understanding-it..,' Thistradeoff between'simplic--.
ityand efficienty of algorithmsfreouentl)uforoes the

algoriflimdesignes ,make p decision
.

on the subject ,of
. . .,prpritigS.

.

6
. IV '

Exerciies
e ., ------r .c

;
1. 4Modify' nonalgorithm 2 to make it" an algorithm.

,.. . 9
2. titter:mine whether each of the following are algorithms. or non-.. J .

algorithms. POT each nonalgoritrun"find, the rule or`rules it

-

violates a,nd rewrite it as an algorithm.'
(a) How to place a telephone call.

1. Pick up the receiver.
2." -Listen for a dial tone..-

. .-

3. Dial the number.
4. Csduct the' conversat

(b) How to find' a.word in a dictionary
not listed.
1.. Turn to any page.
2. If word at they top, left ofd the pale occurs alphabe-

tica!llly after the desired word, go to step4. 1,
Ttirn ahead.0.pages and go to 'step 2.

4. Tuitt back 2 page's.
5 If -word at the top', right is before- the desked ward!

go to step '3,.
6. Scan page for desired word.
7. If it is found, write; a definition-.--
8. If it is' no't found, write, "not in dictionab,...%

;

or determine; that it is

S

(G.

r

.

(c) How to fill a ditch with sand.

Its Obtain a shovel.

, . 2. Start shoveling sand into theaditch.
3., If you run out of sand, go get more and go tcl,step r.

4t When ditch is* full, stop.
(d) How a doctor hears a patient.

- .'1.er Learn 'about...patient 's problem:
2. Conside4 tbe symptoms.
3. Initiate a treatment.

4. 'Examine and test patient.

5. ° If patient is cured, then send the'bill.

t

3. 'FI4pWCHART LANGUAGE

We next ask'how wg should express algorithmi. In
other words, is there a convenient language for communi02

.

cating an algorithm from one.persoq to ariothef or from
aperoli to a computer?

.

The language we have used above iJn.comunicatcn.
Algorithms 1 and 2 pis Englishitich is very appropriate
because it is understood by a reasonably, large lubset of
the people with whom we communicate.:English has two
disadvantages; however., First?: it i ambiguous
meaning is' Concerried,..and there-fore,

worded algorithm can sufferfrOm the

language_ -Second, .English

fp- communicating wit, k computers,

cared for them to'understand.

It would,appearthen, that acomputer programming
language may be'ari answerto"our di,lemma Programming

e

languagbs are, o'fnecesSity, unambiguous, aficLare '

understWable to the computer. And indeed one of our
goals, is to express algorithms in this form so that the
computer- cayolve the problem But people have diffi.-

culty'expressing algorithms directly. in programming.

as far
even A caregklly

ambiguity of the

an appropriate language

since it is toodompli-

as

.
Og. -6'6 ;
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languages. For this reason me"deVelop an intermediate

language between English and the programming language,

whiCh we call Flowchart ylifiitage. :- "

.
The ,expression ofan algorithm in Flowchart

Language-consists ofthe rules of the algorithm- aTitten
,.....

in abbreviated English and pictured graphically in

"boxes." These boxes are connected by arrows which -

indicate the sequencing of-We steps. We will use this '

Flowchart Language to exp'ress all of our algorithms.

There'are five different kinds of boxes that are

-used in representing algarihms.
t ,

1. Terminal box

Terminal boxes are used to identify the starting

point and stopping-point .of an algorithm. They, will

always,,:cbiltain either the word-START or the word STOP.

2: Processing: box

The- work of t11 lgorithm pis specified inxpeessing

boxes, tecontains an- English. statement whiCh'deseribes

. the action thae:is to,,be
,

C

rt

, r

3. Input box

, Each input box contains the names of variables

Whose values are to be obtained from a

For example, he- {box

represents the obtaining of

N and the second 24:

4. Output box

known source.

1

two values, the,first called

Like aninput I:lox, each output box contains the

names of variables. The values of these Variables are

to be displayed in some form. r-zFor example, the Box.

indicates that the cUrrentvalue of X is to be displayed.
.

.

:
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S. Decision box

Each decision box contains a question which,can_b

answered yes or no. If the answer is."yeI," the "yes"

.path is-taken from--tbe-66i.7ifthe answer is "no,," the

As an example, Algorithm 1 inFlowchart Language is
/ C."

showre
\

START ;)
1

, Does

'K ditide both

N and M?

no C STOP .4

(that are used in an-algorithM to represent

numerical values and whose valueg mgy chZnge during theA

execution of the algorithm,. are called variables. Three
.

variables,-N, M, and-AC, are used in, Algorithm 1. It is-

easier to understand what atfalgorithb does if thereis

some, explanatio Of the variables included
6

e For example, for,Algorithm 1, our-

variable descriptions would be as fellow's:

.
Variables

111
.

. .

Name '. Descriptions

N,M The two given numbers,.%

K A counter-used- in- warching for the

greatest common divisor. It will

.contain the greatest common divisor,

when the algorithm terminates.
. 6

Settini a variable to the value of another variable

or to the result of some arithmetic expression is such a

common algorithm step that a special symbol, the.left

pointing arrow, is.used torepretent it: For example,

means "set A to the-Value of B." This notation can

also be used to represent the incrementing:or decrtmenting

of variables. The step "add 1 to X" is liyen by

X+X+1

Using this newsymboland the variable descriptiont,

we can now restate Algorithm 1.
'a

Algorithm 1 - Second Version. Given two numbers., and M,.

-find,their greatest common divisor.

9

Variables

Name Description

The two, given numbers.

K A counter used to search for the'greatest

common divisor. It will contain the

greatest Lmmon divisor when the
,

algorithm terminates. 10. A-

.16
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(":

yes

;START

,N ,M

4,

K 4-smaller of Neand, M

both
M?

no

K 'divide
Ddes

N and

N,M,K

STOP

e

t

" Eiercises

4.Yrite algoiithm 2 in the Flowchert Language:
.

4. Follow the algorithm described in the following flowchart

and givothe resulting output when the input value is_S.

Variables

Name. Descriptions

, N The number ,input.

1 it counter.

The sum of the fist N integers.
,

it

.

1.

04,

4. PROBLEM SOLVING STEEPS

Now that we have theicoaceirtof an algorithm and the

flowchart langgage. available, we- are ready to .learn hoy

to use ,these tools in solving problems. It would, be'

simple if we .could put the statement' of a prOblem into a

machine and get out an algo.rIthW.for solving it.

f.or,tunateiy, no such machine has ever been discovered.

Problem solving. is accomplished only through careful work;

before the algorithin is constructed, detailed planning mid ,

analysis must occur; after the algorithm is °constructed,
+-

12'

ti%
v4* /
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eXtensive testing must take place to veri that it

does indeed solve the problem.

In thiS section we outline a' step -by-step procedure
that is useful in the sonstructionof_algprithms which'

-solve problems. You Might call this an algorithm for

.constructing_algorithms, Th 'is process consists of

seven steps'which 'are described below.

. , .1. Precisely define he problem.
-.,-', ,-- '....,

. -

At this step,'the problem solver d

the3problem iS--. This step, in practice,1

quite difficult.. ':;;In many courses we are

,wath thiS step since, the problems are pr
..,

lated Orthe textboolcauthor or the inst

uimportant part of this step is,determini

form the output of the problem-should hay

-,2: Identify theinputsto the problem.
:.,
...,

At this step yoU ask, ',What are the peftinent facts
(-4 , . , .

-thatjare given iii-thisyroblem?" The answer will depend
om.what is available and, what is needed. One important

,,,

aspect of this-task is deterMining the Appropriate form
for the 'input. ,. ..)

ermines what

usually i

of concerned

PSely fox-Mu-

ctor. An

exactly what

3. Identify the outputs of the problet.

,,.
Here you determine the.resultS that are desired. By

considering the-resuIt of step 1, youl'sholld.be able to

,.... -

--determine what is needed and in what form. . ., ..
;

4. COnsilruct an algorithm for the'solution.

'This is the key step in the process and one which

can' .&atise.the most trouble. Too any problem-solvj'rs

try to skip this step or combilie it with the next indan
,

effort td Obtain a solution quickly. This is a situation-

where haste 'really does make waste: time,invested,in

careful formulation here can save much more time at steps

"?".."- 6 and

1.. 1- 0
:**

13
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5. .1mplement'the algorithm for the solution.

In computer problem solving, this step is liown as
prograMming. If step 4 is done carefully, it tan be

carried out in a straightforwardway once the basics of
a programming language are mastered:

6. Test the. procedure constructed in step 4.
d

Once the implementation is- complete, we t st tre -.

procedure using inputs for which the correct ou putg are
known,.and compare the results with our, expectations.

If-they differ,, then the existence of an error has been
c.

discovered.' "There Ys a temptation to assume the algorithm

is !correct And rush through this. step. As yoti gain-more

experience with computer problem solving, you will learn,,

(probably the hard way) that you"should never assume-any-
thing i, correct. That land of skeptical attitude makes

7. Locate and correct errors uncovered by testing and go .

back to step 6.

Errors may originate at step 4 or step 5 Usually
,

those which originate at step 5 are fairly easy to detect
.

and correct because they require some minor modification
to the program. Errors which origniate at'step 4 are
much mlpie difficult. Such::errors may requiie you to

completely rethink your algorithm and, in some cases,

discard all,you have done and start over. Again, a careful

job dat step 4 can avoid this' waste.

5. -AN EXAMPLE

Let's 'fOliow this ProCess through for a simple ,

problem.' the problem is.to read a set of numbers and

determine how many are positive and how many are negative.

-1. Precisp fofmulation - The problem as stated above
. leaves out some necessary ,information.. 'F'irst, what are

148 to do with zeros? Should they 'count as positive',

14

19



negatilie, or not at all? Secondly,'-howwill we
kndw when have all of 'the numbers?

We can solve both of these problems-at once by .

saying a zero will not be counted. as positive or'negative
but rather a zero will signify the end-of the data.

Therefore,.our more precise fiormulation of the problem
now reads, as follows:.B

'Rea& a setof numbers umtil'azerois elicopb,

tered and 'count ti4 numberof positive.and'
,

-

negative numbers read.

2. Inputs - The in1Wts will be the Oven set of numbes,,
-all non-zero, followed by a zero. Note that any input
not ending with a zero is invalid for this problem.

3:. Output The'.autpUf of our problem Consists -a two
numbers, the number.ofpositive values and the

,.-number of negative values.
,

4. Construction of an algorithm- Our Poigchart

,is a liseful tool here and we can nicely

solution' as follows;

.Algorithm 2 Count the humherof,positive

values in. a data /set 'IVersion :.
-

language

formulate, our

angatiVe

o 4

M,

' "START

values until
a zero is

read

Count,the number of
negative indthe number
of positive value4

-final counts.
OT negative and
positive values.

a

STOP.

Tliisolution algorithm, though certainly

'.:>,ioico little detail tg be' of sufficient lige

tion 'Therefore, we'refine it.

,-.

correct, provides

in implementa-
,

Algorithm 3. Count the number of'positive and negative

v.aluesln,a data set - Version II. I

Name-

VAL

MEd
NPOS

,

Description

Thevalues input.

The number of negative values.

The number of positive values.

21
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This' algorithm appears to be correct. laux.4s we

' warped earlier, never assume anything is correct. '

5. Implementation - Algorithms such as this one are

implemented translating them into a computer programm-

ing language such as FORTRAN or BASIC. Since this

module is intended to be independent of',programming

languages, we will not discuss this step in algorithm

development. If you are interested in.pursuing this

further, you 1114 do so 1)7 learining to program in any

programming langpage. o/

. 6, Testing The above algorithm was implemented in a

programming language and-run With he following resultl.

Input: 12,-5,15,-2,7,0

Output: NNEG=1762699507

NPOS=2001731581'

Obviously: there is some difficulty here. .The

strategy used to check for the presence of an error

was to use an input for which we know what the output

should.be. When the output obtained differed from

our expectations, we'knew-there was an error, and ,.

thereforeAfe-mw4t proceed dire'ctly to step 7..
.

-Had we been successful in generating the ex-

pected output for this particular input, we should-run_
. -

-additional, tests until we,have satisfied ours!lves

I, that the' procedure is correct.

7. Locate,and correct errots - This phas,e,of the problei

whichsolving is a difficult one which is learned.

only through experience,. In this case, we notice

that values of NNEG and NPOS are quite wild and'after

a-little'thoughf,we suspect that the two variablek

were'notgiven'proper initial values, which in this
,case should be zeros. In many programming languages,

variables' like NNEG andWPOS are not automatical1P-set

.to zero. In-order to .insure the correctness of our

'23
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program we need to <include' steps tOdolthis.
014.

After our algorithm ds modifiedto include these

initializations-to zero, it takes the -following form.

Algorithm 4. Count the number of .positive and negative
values in a data set - Version 3.,

NaMe

VAL,

'NNEG

NPOS

- START

Ni4EGA-0

NPOS+Q

VAL

NNEG+NNEG+1

Variables Description

The values input.

The number of negative 'values.

The number of positive values.
'

yes

yes.'

NNEG,NPOS

NPOS*-NPOS+1

19

After making the _correction whichresults in
Algorithm 4, we must return again to step 6 for testing.

tktensive testing of the implemented version of this
algorithm will reveal no further errors. When we have

.

tested enough to satisfy ourselves wAh the correctness
of the algorithm, we accept it as providing the solution.

We have now outlined a basiciprocedure for solving
. a problem. This procedure can be put in the form,of a

flowchart as well.

6

.
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START

formulate the problem
'precisely

Identify the inputs

1

Identify the utputs

.Q...A
Construct. algOrithm

' 6

- Imple ,ent the algorithm

Exercises .

.
. , .

.
,

. Follow through the 'first four of the seven problem solving Steps.

with the fpllowing problems:,

-.".

S. Put three numbers into non-descending order.

6. Calculate the mean of a set of numbers.

7. Input an,integer and compute the sum of all integers from

met° the integer input.

8. Input an amodnt A, and an interest rate Compute tljeTriiiipal,

resulting if.Adollarsare invested for given time peridd-

with interest rate I percent per time period.

9. Input A and I as in A* and N; the'nuMber of time periods.

Compute the principal resulting if A dollars are invested for

N time periods with interest rate I percent per time period

*c.dipounded after each time period.

.

Are
ie d -that the

algorith
correct?-

it'

41.

4

p.
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6. ANSWERS TO -EXERPSES

0

One possible solution might be:

1. °Read the material.

2. Listen-attentively in class.

3. Outline the material.

4. Gets lots of sleep the night btLare.

5. Takethe examination.

".

(a) Nonalgorithm because it may fail to solve the problem.

Pot example, what happens if the line is busy?

(b) Nonalgorithm because it may not solve the problee. If

the seatch-begins on an even (odd) page,,then only even

(odd) page's willbe i'canned. If step 4 had read, 7urn

back 1 page," the' procedure would have been, an algorithm.

(c) Nonalgorithm because it is ambiguous. Step-3 does not

4xilainhow_te get more sand.

(d), Nonalgorithm beta tees are out of order. If steps

were changed to 1,4,2,3;5 then it would'be better. 'Also,

nt action is specified. if patient is ilOtlpred, so the

"procedure may.no terminate. One could add-the step:

6. If pati t dies,'then:Aop ttreitmenti

-

/
/

:44
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°

3.

.

0

START

N,N

yes
Exchange N

and M

Divide N by M,

call the remainer R

0

yes

Set N to M,

Set 1.1 to 12*

4WP
4. This willprint

N=5

sum=15

STOP

5. Precise formulation: -Put three real nollbersinteriod=desending
.

order.
.:

Input: The three numbers in priginal'brder:\
.- .

. -

..- Output: 'The three numberS in non-descending order.'
, . .

AlgorithM: Variables
'

;,y -

Name Description

.,

A,B,C '-t*The three variables read and placed in order
,,

4 with A the smallest and C the largest.
, .

:24



NI/

A,B,C

A

yes
Exchange B,

and A

Variables

Algorithm: 'Name Description

'N , The number of values read.

K The counter from 1 to N.

sum . The surf of the values read.

value The values whose mean is computed.

mean The mean.

Exchange B
andIC _^

Exchange A
and B

K+1

sum+O

--

6. Precise forMUlatiOnl .Readta value N, followed by N real

numberiand talcurate.the'mean of'tke.N'teil number's.

214)"N and 4.real valties.

(Output:-.The mean of the hies.
f

( STOP

Jalue

sum sum+value/

mean+sum/N,.

26
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7. Precise formulation: Input a positive integer and compute

the sum of all-positive integers,less than or equal to theI

. integer input.

Input: A positive integer.

Output: The sum of all positive integers less than-or equal

to the integer input.

Algorithm: Variables ."

Name

N

swa

_____,r_

Description

The number of integerszmied.

A counter from 1 to 4.1r4s,

Thsum of the integers.

START.

sum+-sum+LI.

yes

8. Precise formulation: Given a principal amount A in dollars

and an interest rate I in percent per time period, compute the

principal at the end of one time period.

Input: Principal amount A and interest rate I.

Output: Principal after One time period.

Algorithm: ,Variables

Name

A

prin

Description

. The amount of beginning principal.

The interesei-ate in percent.

The amount Of principal at the end of

the time period.

9. Precise formplation: Given a principal amoant'A in dollars, an

interest rate Itin percent per time- period, and'a 'number of time.

-periods N, compute the principal at the endI4 time Reriods.

Input=' Principal amount A, interest rate. I, and numberof time

periods N.

Output:.Principalafter N time periods

27' 28
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7. MODEL EXAMS'

*f!...,Ttilp,01 ii-ItC. .f.ttmpAl2, 1......:__

----:-2...,_-::::-.:.-- -

--- :3'. _IX _t here i.s--_:-sti.41;--snow04--thea'i__ye y, go to step. 2.
f-t-..z..--,-.......7,,,,, .- ---- --.. ---,...:-4-:".-i,Sto-p: ,-,. ..:
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) How
i

ko buy:--4-. new, car.

.

-i,r.J-° .? : I- _Find-delcar 'you want..., ------. ,
.-.-- F..5-_-_

-:--_ ------ . _.---;..----
.

-:--
.... .

Find out.its price.
: --'- --",3. <Ask your ,father for the money.

. ,,,/ -::.
.

:(c). How to _find a job.7. . .
1. Determine' which job are open. .
2. Interview for the jobs you want.

'' 3. Decide which job's you would like. ...

4. Get the necessary training.,
5. Write a resume.

-=:.-'.7.--:--__,-2,- ----,---... ._. -

-

yes

,2. What output will the following algorithm gendrate9
6
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3. Design- an algorithm for 4olving the following problem: Convert a
.:

length from inches to-feet,Md inches.
...

.. , (a) Define.the problem more precisely. * ;-

(b) The following,are the.boxes needed Cfor an algorithM to

solve this problem. Fill in tg two empty boxes,

d

(c) Orange the bbxes above into a flowchart lrnguage algorithm

to solve the stated, problem. Use each box exactly once.

8. 'SOLUTIONS TO MODEL EXAM

1. (a) Algorithm

is ' J..W'Th'is-dotS not solve the problem. Inistep 3, you do not

receive the moner by asking.

The steps are out of sequence.

2. 4

2.

4-

3. (a). The problem could mole precisehylpay:

(c)

rfeet÷feet+1

I

- Convert a length from inches't feet-anditches where

the number of feet.isintegerand/as'large'as possible.

(b)' Input bqx should contain "inches". ,

Output box should Contain "feet, inches".

7:- 3 2



00 STUDENT FORM 1

\equest for Help

. ..0
Return to:
EDC/UMAP

55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Student: If you have trouble with a specific part of this unit, please fill
out this form and take it to, your instructor for assistance. The information
you give will help the author,to revise the unit.

,Your Name i

Page'

() Upper

()Middle

Lower-'-

OR
Section

.

Paregraph

Description of Difficulty: (Please belipecific)

.2

I

-

OR

I.

Unit No.

Model gxam
Problem No.

'Text
Problem No.

t.

IniltructorPlease-indicaie yOur resolution of the difficulty in this box.
,

..

(2) CorrecAed errors\ih materials. List corrections here:

...41 *,
-

'

Gave student better 'eXPlphation, example,
'Give-brief outlihe of your addition here:

or procedure than im unit.

Assisted student in acquiring-general learning and problem-solving
skills"(not using examples from this unit.) "

Instructor's Signature.

Ji

t ..

Please Use reverse ifilecessary.



Name

46Institution

S

-

i STUDENT FORM 2
*.

_ Unit-questionnaire

Unit No.

Retur :

ED
5 ,Chapel
Newton,'MA 02160

Date

Course No.

Check the choice, for each question that comes closest
NN , .

1. How useful was the amount.of detail in the unit?-
\, Ar ;

. .

44F.Aot enough" to understand the unit ,_4,7_ .

Unit would heVe been clearer with more detail
AppropriateAppropriate amount of detail - .

--T. Unit was occasionally-too detailed;'but this waanot distracting
Too TO° much,detail. was often distri;ctd /...-.

to your-personal opinion.

How helpful were the problem answers? -, -
..

'
T.

-Sample solutions were topbrief; I could .41tciothe,intermedia e stepsteP:3-

Sufficient information was given to_solve-tfie ptoblema4/0 ,

Sample solutions were tob.tetailedi I -alaiitt ated them

sources
.

3. Except for fulfilling tWprerequisites, how much did you use other sources (for,
exaraple,instructor, friends,.or.other books) in order to Understand the unit?

) . . -,..
. ,..

.

A Lot 'Somewhat
,

A Little . . Not it all
-

.:., , v
4. How long was this unit in comparison. to the amount of time yoeu gefterly spend- on

, .. a lesson (lecture and homework asilignment).'in a typical math or science course?

TI

Much

. s

.-,Somewhat' About Somewhat q Much
Longer Longer. t Sate .' Shoitet ' Shorter

... . .
. , .

t_ J
_ Were any-of the following parts'of the unit confusing or distracting ?; (Check
as many as apply.) -s. ..-'

/,

Prerequisites
.

.
'

,

Statement o skill's afid concepts (objectives)

Paragraph h adinis
*.T.

. ,

.

Exempla : ! . .: . :
Spikial'Assistance Supplement. (if piesent).

---70ther, please explain- is .

. , 4 -s . .
. i-

6. Wereany of the following parts of'the unie.partidulariy helpful? (Check ad. many

19)P1')= as

Prerequisites .

Statement of skiils ana,concepts kobjecti7esY
E 1xaMp es .

Problems_
Patagriph headings

--Table of Contents
Spetial AsaistanteSUpplementef
Other, !please explgin -

4-

Please describe anything the unit

Present)

.(%

you did not particularly like:

..
Pleaaedescribeantntyou found partikularly.helpful. (Please use'the backy-filrtfia4 0- * . . .

.this'sheet-'if yotineedmvre space:) ., .
, ,;-.,

.3,

,...,..
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major advantages in using a computer for
problem solving - is that a process can be explained tothe

computer once and the comptiter can repeat that process'

as many "times as is necessary '6o solve the problem. In

fact, without this computers would be of limited use

problem solving machines because it generally takes

longer to explain a process to the computer than to
carrr it out by hand. Weated execbtion of a single
set of instructions on a computer is often called.

iteration. The term "iteration" also refers to any single

ex&ution.of aprocess that is carried out more than once;
-.the sense in which the term is used should tie clear'from
'; the context.

. The module describ5s ways 4n.which you can use com-

puter iteration effectively in problem solving and, in

addaton, ways in which roll can use two other forms of

'iteration in constructing the algorithm. The second form'

of-iteration involves repeatedtracing through of the

probleM.soivinOteps, improving your algorithm with each
. iteration. We'tall this -process itepative improvement in

algorithm design. Eacioampr6vement of the algorithm might

add features to the previous version.

The third; form ofs4er4tion in problem solving is

folind in an approach to a-lgorithm,desrgn :called. the
. .

top-do.wn approach. "This'apprOachlor tarring out,step 4',

of the problem solving process (see Unit 477) might best

:1)e' calleCilterative refinement. It differs from-iterative
=5- .

imp"rovemen"t: `in that the algorithm is not 'changed at each '

--itera.tion,.but-rather, more detail is providedi., t.

',2. A MORTGAGE PROBLEM.

..---Inrder,tO illustrate the iteration'technique,:we.'

shall solethe following.. problem:, g -iven, an amount of

-44

1

borowed principal, a yearly interest rate, and a month-

ly payment, deterMine the new principal after one month-
.

ly payment has been.made and determine the interest for
one month.

The input fOr this algorithm consists of the

principal at the beginning of the month, the yearly

interest rate expressed as a decimal,and the, amount of
the payment. The output will consist of all values input

plus'the part of the payment which will be usAd.to pay

interest, the part of thetpayment which will be used to

pay, off the principal, and the new principal balance at

the'end of the month.

Algorithm 1. Mortgage payment - Version 1.

Variables

Name r

pr in

rate=

pay

interest

Description "

The principal balance at the

beginning of the month,

the yearly rate interest

,expressed as a decimal-.

The amount of the payment.

The part of the.payment which

- goes' toward interest.

prinpv The part of-the payment which
*
goes .toward the principal.

. new

.1

The new principal balance at the

end of the month.

a

45
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interesta-prin rate/12

STOP

', .
The, interest is calculated bymultiplying the

.-40:e;;Rrin, :times the interest rate divided by 12 be- -
.--diUSe.ihe,,..given rate Isfor a year 'and the period- 4sed..-
`isa Month. The value. of prinpay hethe amount left
-,froiiithe:'Payment pay after the interest .is paid., Finally,
ex is:.the principal- balance after prinpay is paid.,j

' ' .

-Exercise's:.
,

. ,.,
Choose: sample'values'for prin, rate, and pay, and follow

throughjalgorithi.4 as a computer_ would.

t

1;

C.

.

2. Follow the steps in the'flowchart language algorithm below

for some sample input values. The algorithl is one to balance

a checkbook.

Algorithm: Balancing:a checkbook

Name

stbal

chktot

.deptot
.

finbal

°
O

Variables

Description

Balance at the beginning, of the molth12'

Total amouht of all Checks written]

Total amount Of all depOsits made during

the month,
I.

.

Balance at the end of the month.

START

stbal,chktot,deptot

m

e

finb4+stbal-chktOt+deptot

stbal,chktot,
deptot,finbal,

STOP"

0
0

4

4'

1. I
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3: ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENT

Although-our mortgage payment algorithm 1 will ,

.1
function properly if friendly values are input, it will

not respond in a suitable way to bad input.' For example,

consider ehe case in wliich the payment is too small' to

cover the interest for thesgath. Suppose prin = 20000.,

rate = .09, and pay = 100. If,you follow through the

steps of the algorithm with these values as input you/get

interest = 150.,

prinpay

anew = 20050.

On the other hand, the payment mayialso be 'trio large.

In this Case, the paymtnt covers the interest and the

. remaining principal and there is still someextra left.

' This is typical,of the final payment in a 'pay-back.

schedule.' For example, suppose prin = 60, rate =

and pay = 100. Then, the calculations would be

I

interest = .

pOiPay, = 99.55.

new =0-39.55.

'We shall use iterative proveMent to correct
1two,MinWflaws in our origi al algorithm. If the pay-

,

ment,is too smal,weAnform the user -anortermiliate the

program;, if is too Ya-'rget-we pay off the loan and

0 notify the user that he or-she is entitled to
,

a refund.

7 These modifiCations to Algorithm e indicated in

'Algorithm:2.:The delcision-box i )lcluded i mediatel after 2,

. the input box tests for-a payment too sma 1 'to:Covet. the

/ ').interest: -.When this is the case, we provide a message to

the user andthen immed1tely halt the algorithm. This

' actiOnt.reptesents a po2lcy'of disallowing payMents, which

aTe,inadectilate td pay the interest. -

. After the interest. payment is calculated, we add

another decision box .which tests for payment greater than
the principal. In'thislcse, we calculate the new prin-

cipal and amount paid on principal in a different way and

adjust prinpay to exactly pay the remaining printipal.

We also include a ,messageMhich notifies the user that,
he or She will receive,a refund.

Algorithm 2. Mortgage' payment - Version 2.

Variables

Description

The principal balance at the

beginning of the month.

The yearly rate of interest

expressed as a decimal.

The amount the payment.

A

Name

grin

A

4 rate

pay

interest

prinpay

new

overpay

0

The part of the payment which-

goestowad,interese.

The part of the payment which

goes toward d-the principal:,,

The mev,Cprincipal balance at the

end of.the month.

The amount of overpaypent foi the

final payment.
t

.
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dt

( START

prin,rate,pay

Yes

"Payment doe
not cover in-
terest. Please
increase-
!payment"

aninterest+Prin?

new4-0
-prinpayii-pr n
overpay÷pa -prinpay

..-interest
-;,paytpa overpay

new-prin-Trimpay

Exercises:

3. Follow through.Algorithm 2 for the following input data:

Prin rate pay

,Test 1 20000. .12 250.

Test 2 20000. 12 150.

Test 3 200. .12 400.

4. ITERATION

The next step in the improyement of our mor tgage

algorithm will be.,to generate a schedule Of payme4ts by

repeatedly executing the algorithm'given above. To

assist us in doing this, we. use the three forAsiof itera

tion that were introduded in.*Section 1.

We shall

I

discuss-two forms of iteration here, anci-

a third form in the, next,ssction. The first form will be'

called the until iteration. The iteration box which we

use.to.describe'this construction is indicated in the

following diagram.

Until
iteration

r
W

Termination Test,
Satisfied? 1

es

no

The body of the iteration,is actually /a subalgorithi
.

- I

which is to be repeated until the termination -test, is

satisfied. The body df the iteration.is shown aS a cloud -'
- -

to indicate that this might be,one-or two boxes,_or a- more

involved set of flowcart statements. In -the .latter case,

it helpful.to give the body-a flowchart of

its own and ,include 64y itV.,name to the right'ofthe

iteration box. The procedure for'doing that will Abe

7
--y

, 51



discussed later. --The dashed line from the b6dy back to
the termination test indicates that this is an automatic
branch in the algorithm and notitne that needs to be
explicitly defined. We can consider the dashed, line to
be a part of the iteration box.

The second form of the iteration box isthe while.
iteration. This form accomplishes exactly the same action '

as the until iteration but does it in a logically opposite
way. Its general form is shown in the next diagram.

While
Iteration

Continuation
Test

Satisfied?

no

yeS

% ,The test is now called a continuation test 'because

the iteration iS:continued-as long as the: test is

satisfied. The continuation'test is always logilkly
. opposite to the termination test; tht.two forms are;

, i'Introdue'd beciustrlsome'computer languages naturally pe-r--

,formhe,until regfitionS while others are designed. for.

'WhilO 1Llh -
ter4tions. .

.

.
.

..'-As arCexample ugf the use of the iterations,, consider

the-algerithm"fgr finding-the greatest common divisor.

.

a- Using until iteration.

( START

N,M

K+min(N,M),

,5
Does ,K divide
both N andM?

yes

,4 K

-,iTOP

b. Using while iteration,

START.

no
K+K-1

1 ,

.floit-hamtwn:ways of expretsing.this algorithm using the

.--4,'-,,,-
jteratidn-hUxeS".11ost dnir duPtdo

.
.". .

Algorithm 9. .Gi en two numbers Ngil M, find'. their. ,- :
, .

. ,

=greatest cpmoncin- divispr using an iterationstatement. -

., Variable?" ,
.

..,z

.

NaMe -, #,:, Description v

Thttwu'numbe,r4 input to ;the

algorithm;

.CPuritir which is tested.for the

itatest.cOMMOn divisor.

K +min(N,M)

Does K not
divide N or not

divide M?,-

r-- - ----- -

no

N,M,X

STOP )

.

yes
K-1 :

it

.
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a

Mgorithia 3a and73b are logically equiyalent in

accomplish thesame 'task. Note that the

::condition n he iteration box of Algorithm 3b is the

=logiCii *negation of the one in the iteration box of

:AlgbiNba v3a; That is, you. terminate precisely when you

do 'not continue.'

We now use these iteration 015,,Oxes to Make a final

iterative improvement, to our' mortilige algorithm., We

shall now <have thealgorithm continue to make monthly ,

Tayments- until -the mortgage is -paid off. This algorithm

our flowhart- langulge WAlgorithm. 4:

Algorithm -4- Generate tilt' :monthly :payments ueOssary to

a-mOAiagel with initial yrriefpal:prii.

fitere: st'-raite---rircte3--artteirt.s,-pay-;
.

Variables
-

I
. Description'

Zfik.terest ,r

_Principal amount .1

:Yearly rate of interest ex- '
,

:pressed ;as :a.decimal .

Amount df vthe:bpnthli payment .

Part of the monthly payment
_

,: which go es toward, interest.

.:Pare of the mo-khly payment

hich ,goes toward

"-'New pOriciPal 'aftr a payment

has been Made, 4

r

START

prin,race,pay

-Tmrest÷prin x rate/17

prinpay4pay-interest

zp

p r
.7

prinpay<prin? yes

no. 41

newprint0
,

prinpaytprin,
pay+interest+pr in

prin,rate,pay
interest,prinpay
newprin

STOP

Zoes not
cover inferesef'

STOP

newpriri+prin-prinpay

'

prim, rate , pay, interest,
pr inp ay newpr

prin÷newprin, t4"

interest÷prin x Tate/12
. prinpay+pay-interest

12



Much-at this algorithm looks familiar from

rithm,2. After the results for one month are printed

in an iteration, that.month's new principal is then set

to be the next month's beginning principal. The itera-

tion finally terminates wiien the amount paid on the

principal exteedsc-the principal balance:. Unlike

Algorithm -2, we now call this a valid payment and make

it the'right amount to pay off the debt exactly.
arw

-

e
S.-VARIABLE-COOROLLED ITERATION 1

In the last section we learneh about forms of

iteration which repeated a subalgorithm until tertint-

tion conditions were met or continuation conditions were

' Nowwe,intrdduce a sligAtly different form of

iteration. This is iteration, controlled by.a variable.
.

:The general form (!f'such an iteration is
13/4,

.

Initialize
control
-variable

.Modify
control
variable

Test control Variable
for a termination

Condition.
failure

Suciss

c-

1

-J

It should;:be,n6fecrthat -this- form of iteration" is a_

speaal,caseof the form we studied in the precrdingc

section. This iteration can be stated in terms of.the

previous one as' iiidiCated in the) following diagram.

13

Initialize
control
Variable

TeSt control
variable for termination:

condition

Modify control

variable

.*** failure

V

Success

--J

.The reason we give the xariable-controlled iteration

its own form.is that it is commonly used and is directly

implementeA in most programming languages.

The variable which controls the iteration is set to

some initial'value at the beginning of the iteration. It

is then modified after each execution of thebOdy and the

iteration is terminated when the control variable 'ptis-
J,

fies some termination conditioh. In order to. control the

iteration properly, the control variable shouldnoi be

changed in the body. This form ofAter4,tion is pdrticu-

larly useful when a prpcess must be repeated a fixed

-number'of times. In this case the control variable is

used as a counter which in some way keeps track of'the

number-.of times the body has been executed.

Algorithm rProyides an example ofHiariable7controlled

Iteration. In thigc4se,.the variablelcount is used to

count the number of data values which Iave been read in.

is initialized to,2 to indicate tW the second

valud"-is-read during the execution of the body. It is

incremented by 1 each time,s-And when, the inarementoakes
4;

014..14arer than N, then N values have been read, so

elegteration is terminated. ,
.
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Algorithm 5. Find.the_.largest of N values.

4
.,

and begin execution in the algorithm which called the

procedure at the next sequential box after the procedure

t4x. .(0

. START
.

We will use such a procedure ,box as the body of a

...- . .

-,

loop when the body'is longer than one or two boxes.,_ ..-.7-__
o

%c, We now consider another exiMPleluppose there are
.

5 .

30 students in a class and each student has a student:.,
.

number and.-10 quiz scores. The algorithm is to determine

the sum of the quizAcores for each student-. The
_

s algorithm for salving this problem isipresented as'

Algorithm 6: tY

Here we iterat on

is a qnstruction:that occ s frequently in-algoriihms.lc
within an iteration. This

..: --,,,,,

Also note, in the Find-sum procedure, that sum needs to' 4no
be initialized to zero, before a'sum is accumulated: If'

,

thisAynot done, a cumulative sum of all students' scores

will be computed. In fact,Athere is no,guarantee that

sum is zero at the very beginning ofaeXecfitIon.
12.,4g

... -

Algorithm 6,7''Find_the sum of 10 quiz scores for each .of

30 students, --
- .

- . 0

_, tA Name

Variables

Description-

. -AnotherBnew bOxIlas been introduceajOhls\algorithm.
stint The counter for students which goes.'-Th*, is the-triangular,shaTed'procedure bok.- The, name

. , ,_ from 1 to 30.:.inSide such a box is the name of a OoCidure which i. to be
.

executed at that point: ; This type of box is usedto avoid stnumber The student number read for each

,:coMplicated constructions'inthe body of iterat'i'on. ..-.

student.

,The flowchart for the proaedUre\is then. found elsewhere.
. _sum .

rprocedure is actually a subalgOrithM.--lusivad---a--heginni.48 qcnt The counter for'quizzes which goes
-aid ehding-Witii3OART and gOP:bokes, its terminaXion boxes --7-----------------------____:

. . ,ARAII*4 fromIto...1A.
.

.

The sum of each student's quiz

.scores.

. _
. , . .

,,are 'ENTER and Efi T. The ENTER box of-a:proCedure has a
. qscore -The.quiz score read for eaaquiz---,-- -,_____

.periliant attachedto it which gives,lhe name by which itils ,,

..
--v-il

.add. student.
. ,,

, Called-into action. When.wearrive-at the EXIT box of the
, .

prdce ii ei weaUtomatically cease execution'of.the-procedure
. '".58 -

15
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a

Exercises.

4.- .Modify algorithm 6 to input the number Of-students and the

number'of quiz scores for each student.

A.
5. The following boxes are used in a flowchart language algorithm

.for finding the two largest.nuMbers in a set of N numbers.
.

Place the boxes in the proper arrangement. .'

Variables '

Name Description

The number-of values
r

. The value read.

The biggest value read so far.

Value

bigl

big2

i
In the set.

The next-to-biggest' value read so far..

A counter used to count the number of'

values read.

. -

61

Tempi -bigl'

big2÷Temp

. 1 8

;70



tl

6. The following boxes can be used to construct analgorithm for

computing the mean.of a set of/N numbers. Arrange them in the

proper order.

Variables

Name

N

Value

Mean

I

Description

The, number of values in the set.

The value read.

The mean of, the- values.

A counter used to count the number of values

...:read.

The ;um o(the values read.

_ /

um+Sum+value-

- , ,

. 'Arrange the following boxes'',,to form an algorithm which finds all
' .. -,

: integers-betWien Wand N which are.exactly divisible by K.

"itariables

yes

mean Sum /N

N

I

Description
.. ,

The lower limit of

h

the range of integers.

The upper limit of', range. of.integeis.

- The value whole numbers are -to be printed.

,....N.,counter-used to test.for a wersmhich,
PZT''
goes from M to N.

4

6. TOP-DOWN APPROACH

The top-down.-approach for Aesigning,algorithms is 'a.

technique that allowS the de;ighet to handle a complicated

algorithm in a simple way. The sic approach is to

111Vdesign:the algorithm using powerful boxes, then breaking

those boxlp down iiiko flowcharts with less powerful boxes

and contiuusthg that-precess until you are at a level suit-
.

able .31f iMpleientation on a ciomputer.
--z.2.... t _T.

Iniorder to'iliustrate this technique, we look at an :
. .

algorithm for arrangit'ni N numbers iknatural order.

Algorithm -7. Read N numbers and print them in-':non-

-descending order.
.

62

Variables.

-'{Name ' .Description'

N The number of values?iri the.set.,

-A An'array of N values to .be ordered.'

4

63-
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t

v
ri,,,A0),...,A(N)

-------2_---1 ,

Put the numbers A(1) ,.. ,A(N)
, in noir-descend-ingorde_r____ _

1
A(1),... ,A(N)

STOP

k4N k4-k-1

Thii is obviously, not the final solution to our proillem
since'we /still haie not described the :process in enough
'detail for the computer to follow. The next step .is to
break the middle box itself down into an algorithm.
This isthe beginning of iterative refinement,,.

Algorithm 8. Put -the numbers A(1) ;... ,A(N)' into non-
de'scndiiiii order.

Name

11,

A

r.

Variables

Description

The-number:Of values

An: array of 'N values

ordered.

A'counter whiCh goes fromoNafb.

in the se

to be`

The index 'of the largest

from 41) t10 A(k).

Value

1.

2.

21'

J.+

Find the largest of
A(1),..-.,A(k)- call
it A(max)

z.

Exchange A(max)
and A(k)

This pr 'dure, for k=N down to k=2, is to find thL
largest .f the first k values and place it at the kth.
position. 'The first *time, with k=N, we find
in the entire 'set and put it dt the- bottom.

through the iteration, with k=N-1, we Pgrpre
it is already correct, and place the largest

.N-1 values in the (N*-1)st posiiion;

process until' all are in ordgr.

Next we brealc don the box "find the largest..." into
a flowchart.

the largest

The next pass

A(N) .since

of the first

We continue the

Algorithm 9.( Find the largest of A(11. ,clit(k) , call

it A(max).

Name

A'

k

max

large

Variables

0

-

Description

An array of values.

The number of .:values in the 'set..

The index of the largest 'value rom

`A(1) to A(k),

The value of A(max).

,A counter which goes from 2 to .k.

I

22"



-FinalAy, we expand the "Exchange... box from Algorithm. 9.

This- require three data movements and One temporary

liaCaxdon. . It is given by the following

'Algorithm 10, Exchange A(max) and A(k)

: Variables

:Name

-A

k max

e

Description.

An array of. values..

The indexes of the .tiqo .values tb

be exchangea. .

START )

Jtcmp-«A(*).
.(k)tAlmax)

A(mm) -4-temp
,

e no
_ k. ,

. ,
'in' Algorithms

.4.,..Cemikete the .tlask of
.

combine -the into one

';`-

1Q-,;701 Ofthestips.

ii-a4tig the numbers in

%4,1011art for' Algorithm
..i?

, .

.t, .

. - . 23

;

Algorithm 11. Complete Algorithm to read N numbers intr,

'1"1-
,

print them in non-descending order.

4 START Order

v,A(a) , ,A(N)

ind-
xchange-
arge

P

N

ELTER

max- -1

large.-A(max)

j.4-21j.4-j+1

j>k?

es

est-large

EXIT

1

,

1
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kle>

Algorithm 1,1 was dpsigned by the..top..,down approach.
s

fhispearis that :5.11e start with the, highest _level 'tasks and
.c",-psroeeeci to bre,ak, them down- into more' an'd more. Wailed

stibtasks until -,finally ,we have An algdrithm which' is
enough to provide comp. lete instructions to

computers.. In this way we have broken the original
-problem-down into three .simpler problems.

In general, top-down design is air approach whereby
,,a difficult problem is broken down into 'several siniplelr

robliins "*Each 6-f these .simpler problems may-:also' be!.
-.,-.. bioken &own' into, ,several simpler ones, and so' on until

... e , .all -of the, p-roblems to be solyed are within the grasp-of.<,
a11; of

: --,....-the problem,solver. This iterative refinement ,is a . ! :-
, . . ...,_very important strategy in -computer problem solving.' .. t.. I..

. F.xerc. ises:
% ..- _

^A; -, - --8 ~king the set Of numbeA 5,31g;6,-2,7- *follow thrbugh Algorathm,11
. v. '''''v

..--as a computer would, -. -s,,.

;

.

- FISr Test 1,

nr

-C`

7. SOLUTIONS TO EXERCISES
Ls, ,

result-is ?id = 20000.

_,pay

'interest 200.
'prinpay..s750.9-%

- . new i",;. 149'56.

t .

4. Change first- flowchart to;
. . -

0

/

t'eharige iteration box in Find-s'uM to,

.0

-



6.

rot

START

N

Sum-4-0

L

I>N? no

yes

Meart-4:Sum/isl,

Value

Sum+Sum+value

F

yes

(STOP: r

28
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8. MODEL EXAM

,L

following_algorithm reads a- set of SO numbers and prints,the

.smallest number in the §et. Modify thealgotithm so thatit
_

prints not only the sine-Heat -number, but-als6-the-number bf-times

that number occurs in-the -set.

( START )

small I

jikc-k+r

k5SDZ
no

yes

STOP
-,

2. Write
4,1C,

holemany years it would take for that amount to grow to over

$1000 if it accumulates interest at the rate of 6% compoUnded

annually:-Ibe each of the boxes below'exactly once.

an 'algorithm which

yes

Ismall+value
no

reads an

1

-1

amount of money and determines

no

. .

amount+-amount x 1..06

;

A , 3. .6xplainia.your-Own wards the ,top-down approach to algoritIna
,,\. -, ..,

V '

' design. Discuss -why it .is important.
.

..

29
,

72

/

9. SOLUTIONS TO MODEL EXAM

2.

amount<1000? yes

no.

( STOP

-- 1

amounv-amount x 1.06

N4-N+1

ti
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STUDENT FORM 1.

Request .for Help

Return to:
. DC/UMAP

55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Student: If you have trouble with a specific part of this unit, please fill
out this form and take it to your instructor.. for assistance. The information
you gtvewtll he-1p the author-td-revisethe_unit.

Your-Name e Unit No.

OR

k

OR

Page

Section Model Exam
Problem No.(:).Upper

()Middle

() Lower

Paragraph Text
.Problem No.

Description of Difficulty: (Please be specific,'")

O.

Instructor: Please Indicate yobt resolution of the difficulty in this, box..

Corrected errors in materials. List corrections here:

4..

(::),Give :student better explanatiqn, example, o .procedure tan in,unit.
Give brief ()Udine of your addition here:

C.)

7-

"Assisted student in acqUiring general learning and problem-solving
skills (not.usingegamPles from this unit.)

4,

1

InstructOr fp Signatures,

Please use reVerse.if necessary.



STUDENT FORM 2

Unit QueStionnaire
C

Name Unit No. Date

Institution Course No.

1.

Reprnfto:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Check .the choice for each question that comes closest 'to your personal opinion.'

Howusefu-lwas_theamount of detail in the unit?

--NOt.enough.detail to 'understand the unit
Unit would have been clearer with More detail
Appropriate amount of detail / /

--7Unit was occasionallY too detailed, but this was not distracting
Too much detail; I was often distracted

2. How helpful were the problem answers?

Sample solutions were too brief; I could not do the intermediate steps
SuffiCient information was given to solve the problems ,

Sample solutiLs were too detailed; I didn't need them

3. Except for fulfilling the prerequisites, how much did you use otherisgurces (for
example, instructor, friehds, or other books) in order to understand the unit?

A Lot Somewhat A Little Notat all

4. How long was this unit in comparison to the amount of time you generally spend on
a lesson (lecture and'homework assignment) in a typical math or science

Ii

course?
'

.

Much / . Somewhat Abpult
.

Somewhat Much
Longer Longer the Same- Shorter omShorter

)
5. Were any of the following parts of the unit confusing or distracting? (Check

as many as apply.)

Prerequisites
Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)

-'

Paragraph heahngir
Examplii-. ,

.

Special Assistance Supplement (if present)
Other, please explain-

6. Were any of the following parts of the unit particularly helpftil?-(Check as many
aS110ply)

Prerequisites
Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)
Examples
Problems
Paragraph:headings
Table .of Contents
Special Assistance Supplement (if present)'
Other, please-explain 4,40m.

Please describe anything in the unit:that you did not paiticularly like.

.Please describe anytthing that you found particularly helpful. (Please use

.this, shee01"you. rieed more space,'

back of


